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I often asked which one to do, Compare Documents or Trap Pages to see what has changed in a new revision. When you perform Overlay Pages, nothing is added to the Formatting list. When you perform Compare Documents, you can get clouds and Differences in the Marks list, but it's easy to miss something when multiple items change in the cloudy area. Today I say do both and you will see how comparisons become better. I learned this trick when I was at the 2016 Bluebeam Extreme Conference. First, a few tips on comparisons. The
better the drawings, the better the comparison results. If you can, ask for vector drawings. Corrections must also be edited as full pages to make the process easier. See these and other instructions to work as a PDF www.cpcoalition.com you're working with a single page revision under Document | Run Compare Comparison Documents and selected Export from the formatting panel in the diff file (see steps 1 and 2 below), then name differences in the exported formatting file.bax Next, under Document | After you run Comparison Trap
Pages, import the saved formatting into the file, differences.bax, trap. The results are shown in the first image at the top of this article. What ends with a document showing differences in both cloudy and overlaid. The benefit of doing both comparisons is that there is a better way to review changes. Often, the cloud can contain multiple differences that trapping clearly points to. Zoom in on the page and click the first difference in the markup list. When using them, use the check mark column in the Marks List to verify that you have noted each
change. This is ideal for forecasters who are interested in multiple differences that are close together and need to make sure they don't miss anything... may appear in a single cloudy area. It also addresses minor changes to an overhaul that architects may have forgotten about the cloud. If you are using Revu's Clusters feature, the Bulk Comparison and Batch Trapping features can be run directly from within your Set and can also be run against drawing corrections. Right-click one of the fixes and select Bulk Comparison or Batch Trap as
you like. If you are not familiar with Sets or Batch functions, help | Resources for these topics. If you need help or Revu training, please email me about the topics of interest and whether you want on-site or web training. We'll be back with you in a minute. Q. Can you explain how network parameters such as IP address, subnet, dhcp, etc. can be set up using the /etc/network/interfaces file? ADS A. /etc/network/interfaces file network interface configuration information for both Ubuntu and Debian Linux This is where you configure how your
system is connected to the network. Identify physical interfaces, such as eth0 Lines, which begin with the word auto, When run with the -a option, it should be brought up. (This option is used by system boot scripts.) Physical interface names must match the word automatic on the same line. There can be more than one automatic quadm single. ifup brings up named inter faces in the order listed. For example, the following example setup eth0 (first network interface card) 192.168.1.5 IP address and gateway (router) and 192.168.1.254: iface
eth0 inet static address 192.168.1.5 netmask 255.5 255.25 5.0 gateway 192.168.1.254 Setup interface dhcp for eth0 for dhcp, enter: automatic eth0 iface eth0 inet dhcp Examples: How to set up interfaces please read our previous How: Ubuntu Linux convert DHCP network configuration for more information onstatic IP configuration. Aşağıda /usr/share/doc/ifupdown/examples/network-interfaces adresinde bulunan dosya, bu dosyayı başvuru olarak kullanın (daha fazla yardım için arabirimleri adam sayfalarını unutmayın):
#################################################################################################################################################################################################################################################################################################################################################################################################################################################
Boş satırlar yoksayılır. Rows can be freely indent. # The \ character at the end of the line shows the next line # should be considered as a continuation of the current one. The # # pre-up, up, down, and post-down options apply to all # interfaces and can be specified multiple times. All other options # can only be specified once. # # See the interfaces(5) manpage for information about which options are available.
############################################################################################################################################################################################################################################### # # auto lo # iface lo inet loopback # An example ethernet card setup: (broadcast and gateway are optional) # # auto eth0 # iface eth0 inet static # address 192.168.0.42 # network 192.168.0.0 # netmask 255.255.255.0 # broadcast
192.168.0.255 # gateway 192.168.0.1 # A more complicated ethernet setup, with a less common netmask, and a downright # weird broadcast address: (the up lines are executed verbatim when the # interface is brought up, the down lines when it's brought down) # # auto eth0 # iface eth0 inet static # address 192.168.1.42 # network 192.168.1.0 # netmask 255.255.255.128 # broadcast 192.168.1.0 # up route add -net 192.168.1.128 netmask 255.255.255.128 gw 192.168.1.2 # up route add default gw 192.168.1.200 # down route del default
gw 192.168.1.200 # down route del -net 192.168.1.128 netmask 255.255.255.128 gw 192.168.1.2 # A more complicated ethernet setup with a single ethernet card with # two interfaces. # Note: #ifup/down ':' any different jobs because this job happens since it works this way. # Warning: If you work up 'ifdown eth0' both interfaces # because there is a known error if you do this, the state # is not properly defined. Ifconfig program does not remove eth0 but will be removed so that the # interfaces state until you run: # 'ifdown eth0:1 ; ifup eth0;
ifdown eth0' # BTW, this error #193679 (not really a mistake, #192.168.0.100 # network 192.168.0.0.0 # netmask 255.255.255.0 # broadcast 192.168.0.255 # gateway 192.168.0.1 #iface eth0:1 inet static #address 192.168.0.200 # network 192.168.0.0 #netmask 255.255.0 # pre-up and post-down commands are also available. In addition, if the #output status of these commands is marked and any fails, configuration # (or deconfiguration) is canceled. So: # # # auto eth0 # iface eth0 inet dhcp # pre-up [ -f /etc/network/local-network-ok ] # #
only eth0 file # / / network / local network-ok will allow the agenda when there is. # Two ethernet interfaces, one connected to a trusted LAN and the other to unreliable internet. If Mac addresses are exchanged (because #an updated kernel uses a different sequence when thinging for network cards, say # ), then you don't get on the agenda at all. # # # auto eth0 eth1 #iface eth0 inet static # address 192.168.42.1 #netmask 255.255.255.0 #pre-up /path/to/check-mac-address.sh eth0 11:22:33:44:4 55:66 #pre-up /usr/local/sbin/enable-masq
#iface eth1 inet dhcp #pre-up /path/to/check-mac-address.sh eth1 AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:FF #pre-up /usr/local/sbin/firewall # Two ethernet interfaces, one connected to a trusted LAN, other # untrusted Internet, defined by the name of the interface # instead of the mac address : # # auto eth0 eth1 # mapping eth1 # script / way /to/get-mac-address.sh # map 11:22:33:44:55:66 lan # map AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:FF internet # iface lan inet static # address 192.168.42.1 #netmask 255.255.255.0 # pre-up /usr/local/sbin/enable-masq $IFACE #iface internet
inet dhcp #pre-up /usr/local/sbin/firewall $IFACE # PCMCIA interface for a laptop used in different locations : # (Note the lack of an automatic line for any of them) # # mapping eth0 # script / path/to/pcmcia-compat.sh # map home ,*,*,* home # map work,*,*,00:11:22:33:44:55 work-wireless # map work,*,*,01:01 12:23:34:45:55:50 business-static # #iface home inet dhcp #iface work-wireless bootp #iface work-static static # address 10.15.43.23 #netmask 255.255.255.0 # gateway 10.15.43.1 # Note, this does not work unless you specifically
change the file to look at more of the file # / / pcmcia / network: # # if [ r ./shared ] ; After their. ./shared ; Other. /etc/pcmcia/shared; fi #get_info $DEVICE #case $ACTION in #'start') # /sbin/ifup $DEVICE #;; # 'stop') # /sbin/ifdown $DEVICE # ;; # esac # exit 0 # An alternative way of doing the same thing: (in this case the laptop is done by configuring the interface as various # options # detect and see if each # will respond to pinging a computer that is known to be on the network. Here various numbers must be carefully selected # .) # #
mapping eth0 # script / path /to/ping-places.sh # map 192.168.42.254/24 192.168.42.1 # map 10.15.43.254/24 10.15.43.1 business-wireless # map 10.15.43.23/24 10.15.43.43.1 business static #iface home inet #iface business wireless bootp #iface work-static bootp # # address 10.15.43.23 # netmask 255.255.0 # gateway 10.15.43.1 # # Not ping-places command requires iproute package installed, # and / etc / pcmcia / the same changes to the network are required for this # previous example. # Set up an interface to read all traffic on the
network. This #configuration 'stealth' type configuration can be useful for setting up network attack detection # sensors. This prevents the NIDS # system from being a direct target on an enemy network because the network does not have an IP address. Note, however, that there have been #known errors over time in the NIDS sensors section (see #DSA-297 Snort for example) and remote buffer overcouts can even be triggered by #network packet processing. # # # auto eth0 # iface eth0 inet manual #up ifconfig $IFACE 0.0.0.0 up # ip link
set $IFACE promisc # down ip connection set $IFACE promisc off # down ifconfig $IFACE # # ifupdown will not allocate an IP address by set up an interface but will be configured through external programs. This # can be useful for setup interfaces configured through other programs, such as # PPPOE scripts. # # # auto eth0 # iface eth0 inet manual # up ifconfig $IFACE 0.0.0.0 up # up / usr / local / bin / myconfigscript # down ifconfig $IFACE  SysAdmin, Linux / Unix, Open Source / DevOps topics get the latest tutorials: ADVERTISING
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